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Abstract. LBlock is a lightweight block cipher proposed in ACNS 2011.
It has a 64-bit block size and 80-bit key size which is the typical parame-
ter setting accepted by most of the recent proposed lightweight block ci-
phers. It has fast hardware implementation efficiency and it still remains
rather secure considering the recent results and the security margin it
provides. In this paper, we investigate the differential behavior of the ci-
pher in detail and propose (multiple) differential attack and boomerang
attack against it. We are able to construct 15-round multiple differential
paths which can lead to 17-round attack with complexity as low as 267.52.
Also 16-round boomerang distinguisher can be build which leads us to
18-round boomerang (rectangle) attack with complexity 270.8473 . These
are the best differential attacks for LBlock in the single key scenario,
which helps us understanding the differential behavior of the cipher.

Keywords: LBlock, ultra lightweight block cipher, multiple differential
cryptanalysis, boomerang attack, ladder switch.

1 Introduction

Lightweight block ciphers have attracted much of the research attention due
to the cheap computational cost in both hardware and software implementation
which is suitable for resource-restricted devices such as RFID tag and so on. The
security margin they provide, although reduced compared with the traditional
block ciphers, is considered to be reasonable given the cost of information being
protected. Generally speaking, key size is usually chosen to be 80 bits, while
the popular versions of block size are 32, 48 and 64 bits. The first famous block
cipher that was widely considered to be lightweight is PRESENT [4]. After that,
many lightweight block ciphers have been proposed such as KATAN/KTANTAN
family [5], TWINE [11], PRINTcipher [7], LBlock [13] and so on. Compared
with AES which was selected through competitions, lightweight block ciphers
get started only recently, and the lack of enough cryptanalysis will prevent those
ciphers from being adopted by the industrial world. In this paper, we target
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one of the recent proposed cipher LBlock, which being as a recent cipher, still
needs a lot of security analysis to be performed on it before we are able to have
confidence in its security.

In ACNS2011, LBlock [13] was proposed as a lightweight block which targets
fast hardware and software implementation. It is designed using a 32-round
Feistel structure with a 64-bit block size and 80-bit key size. In the original paper,
the authors gave several attacks against LBlock, among which the impossible
differential attack is the best one that can attack 20 rounds. This record was
later improved by [8] and [6] to 21 and 22 rounds using the same impossible
differential technique. For differential related attack, the original paper only
mentioned the active S-Boxes from which it drew the conclusion that no useful
differential path is available for more than 15 rounds. Later in [9], the authors
first analyze the differential behavior in detail and proposed 12 and 13 rounds
attack which improved the bound in the original paper.

In this paper, we further investigate the differential behavior of LBlock and
proposed two attacks in single key scenario. The first one is differential attack
by using single differential and multiple differentials. We take advantage of the
multiple differential statistic model [3] to evaluate the success probability and
the time complexity. 15-round single differential path with probability 2−61.2351

is found and 17-round attack can be performed based on it. 274.23 is the best
cost we can achieve by using one single path. We then take advantage of the
fact that there exists a set of such efficient differential paths, which can be
used to further reduce the time complexity and the data complexity in multiple
differential statistic model. As a result, we can break 17-round cipher with best
time complexity of 267.5211. Secondly, we apply the boomerang attack to further
investigate the short differential behavior of LBlock instead of a long one. We are
able to build a 16-round boomerang distinguisher including an eight-round upper
trail and an eight-round lower trail. This cannot be achieved without applying
the ladder switch technique in the middle of the switching point, which can help
us to escape three active S-Boxes. The key recovery phase follows the rectangle
procedure which can as a result break 18 rounds of the cipher with complexity
270.8437. The results are summarized in Table 1.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the specification of
LBlock. In Section 3, we describe the differnetial and multiple differential attack
against 17-round LBlock. Section 4 demonstrates the boomerang attack against

Table 1. Single key scenario attacks against LBlock

# Round Methods Time Complexity Data Complexity Source

18 Integral Attack 262.3 262.3 [13]
22 Impossible Differential Attack 279.28 258 [6]
20 Impossible Differential Attack 263 272.7 [13]
21 Impossible Differential Attack 262.5 273.7 [8]
13 Differential Attack 242.08 242.08 [9]
17 Differential Attack 267.52 259.75 This paper
18 Boomerang Attack 270.84 263.27 This paper
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18-round LBlock with path searching and ladder switch techniques included.
Finally Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 LBlock

LBlock consists of a 32-round variant Feistel network with 64-bit block size and
80-bit key size. The encryption algorithm works as follows:

1. For i = 2, 3, ..., 33, do Xi = F (Xi−1,Ki−1)⊕ (Xi−2 <<< 8)
2. Ciphertext is C = X32||X33

Here round function F contains a S-Box layer and a diffusion layer which are
denoted as S and P.

F : {0, 1}32 × {0, 1}32 → {0, 1}32, (X,Ki) → P (S(X ⊕Ki))

There are eight 4-bit S-Boxes for each of the nibbles. Suppose the input and
output of the S-boxes are Y and Z. The S layer can be denoted as

Y = Y7||Y6||Y5||Y4||Y3||Y2||Y1||Y0 → Z = Z7||Z6||Z5||Z4||Z3||Z2||Z1||Z0

Z7 = s7(Y7), Z6 = s6(Y6), Z5 = s5(Y5), Z4 = s4(Y4)

Z3 = s3(Y3), Z2 = s2(Y2), Z1 = s1(Y1), Z0 = s0(Y0)

For diffusion layer with the input and output of the layer being Z and U , it can
be denoted as:

U7 = Z6, U6 = Z4, U5 = Z7, U4 = Z5, U3 = Z2, U2 = Z0, U1 = Z3, U0 = Z1

All the above details are concluded in Figure 1. Key schedule part is not used
during the analysis so we omit the description here. Please refer to [13] for the
details.

3 (Multiple) Differential Attack against 17-round LBlock

3.1 Statistical Framework of Multiple Differential Attack

[10] addressed the success probability of linear and differential attack, and this
result has been used since then widely. However, the normal distribution ap-
proximation for the differential attack is not accurate, which is later improved
by [12] with a hybrid distribution. When dealing with multiple differentials with
different probabilities, the counter itself does no longer follows a binomial dis-
tribution, so a new formula should be used to address the success probability in
this scenario. A solution is given in [3], which proposed a general framework by
expressing the distribution of counters in terms of a hybrid distribution which in-
clude Kullback-Leibler divergence and a Poisson distribution. Please refer to the
Appendix for the success probability of the multiple-differential cryptanalysis.
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Fig. 1. LBlock

We will evaluate the complexity based on this statistical model for the multiple
differential attack in this paper.

The differential set described in [3] gives a direct way to connect with the
statistical model they proposed. While it is very obvious to understand from
the statistical model’s point of view, the restriction of the differential set is
too strong which limits the practical attack. Actually, the typical way of doing
differential cryptanalysis by using a hash table can easily avoid this restriction
as described in [12]. In [3], only differential sets satisfied specific conditions can
be used. In [12], many to one differential paths are used. Actually, by using
following algorithm, we can avoid double counting which gives us a wide number
of options, and the only concern is how to optimize the result by using these
multiple differential paths. In this paper, due to the property of differential
paths, we found out that one to many differential paths can be used to achieve
a relatively good result, which is exactly the opposite to the pattern in [12].

3.2 Notations and Configurations for the (Multiple)Differential
Cryptanalysis

The key recovery algorithm was pretty well summarized by [12], and we sum-
marize it in the Appendix. By applying the algorithm, differential path will not
be double counted and statistical model of [3] can still be used. Related nota-
tions and configurations that are required for the further reading are described
as follows.
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– m: the block size of the block cipher.
– k: the key size of the block cipher.
– |Δ0|: the number of differentials.
– pi: the probability of the differential with input difference Δi

0.
– Np: the number of plain texts bits involved in the active S-boxes in the first

round for all differentials.
– Nc: the number of cipher texts bits involved in the non-active S-boxes in the

last round deriving from Δr.
– Ns: the number of samples pairs required of the cryptanalysis.
– β: the filtering probability for the ciphertext pairs.
– pf : the filtering probability for the ciphertext pairs according to active S-

boxes, pf = β · 2NC .
– l: the size of the candidate key list is 2l.
– nk: the number of guessed sub key bits in the last R− r rounds.
– N : Data complexity is 2N .
– 2Nst structures are constructed.

3.3 Strategies for Finding Differentials for LBlock

Iterative differential paths are widely used in differential cryptanalysis such as
DES and PRESENT, etc. However, we found that iterative differential path will
not lead to better result here for LBlock. We search the iterative differential path
and found that due to the 4-bit block permutation, the iterative path is rather
well controlled, this could be seen from Table 2, which shows the active S-Boxes
in each round.

Table 2. AS for Iterative Differential Paths

2R 3R 4R 5R 6R 7R 8R

AS 9 10 16 20 18 20 18

Thus we switch to non-iterative differential path. Due to the property that
the internal bits will be permutated only between the S-boxes, we could consider
first to run a truncated differential search which treats all the input to the 4-bit
S-box as 0 or 1 for r round characteristic. By running the truncated differential
search, first we confirm the result of smallest active S-Boxes in each round of
[13], especially, for round 14 and 15 we are interested in, the number of the
smallest active S-boxes is 30 and 32. Given the smallest differential probability
is 2−2 for each S-Box, 15 rounds seems to be the maximum bound for differential
attack. Then for each of the structure candidate which has achieved the best
number of active S-boxes, we derive the specific differentials by using branch and
bound algorithm. All the differential paths with probability greater than 2−72

are considered, which is mostly decided based on the experimental experience.
It shows that further smaller probability paths will not make any improvements
on the total probability any more. We list the truncated differential path with
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Table 3. Best 15-round Differential Paths

Truncated Diff Best Diff log2(Prob) #Diff with
Prob < 2−64

0000000011030000, 0003222000200100
0000000011030000, 0003422000200900

0000000011010000 0000000011030000, 0003522000200900
↓ 0000000011030000, 0003622000200100 −61.2351 1290

0001111000100100 0000000011030000, 000b222000200100
0000000011030000, 000b422000200900
0000000011030000, 000b522000200900
0000000011030000, 000b622000200100

the largest probability along with the corresponding concrete differential paths
we found in Table 3.

We can derive from Table 3 that for the truncated form (0000000011010000→
00011110001001000), differential paths with the largest probability 2−61.2351 can
be found. All the other truncated forms we found have a smaller probability than
this one and we omit the description here. We also list the number of specific dif-
ferential paths with probability larger than the average value 2−64, which forms
a structure that we can take advantage in multiple differential cryptanalysis.

3.4 Key Recovery Attack on 17-round LBlock Using Single
Differential Path

For reaching 16 and 17 rounds, given the output truncated differential Δ15 =
(00011110, 00100100), we can get (00011110, 00100100)→ (11011011, 00011110)
→ (1��11111, 11011011), where � denotes the differential status that can not be
decided. In round 17, except the nibble for S-Boxes S2 and S5, differentials are
involved for other S-Boxes, and thus we target 6 × 4 = 24 bits of k17. In round
16, active S-boxes involve S1, S2, S3 and S4, thus we target 4×4 = 16 bits of k16.
In total, nk = 40 bits. Np = 4 × 3 = 12 bits according to the truncated input
differential. Assuming the data complexity is 2N , then the number of structure
can be derived as Nst = N − 12, and each structure contains 212 plaintexts.
At the beginning, we have in total 2N−12 · 22×12−1 = 2N+11 pairs to consider.
Inserting the ciphertexts into the hash table according to the nibble e217 and e517
will take complexity 2N and also the same amount of memory cost. For each
structure, we have 223 pairs to consider at the beginning, and after inserting
into the hash table, we have left 223−8 = 215 pairs. By studying the propagation
of the differentials in the last two rounds, we can further filter out the pairs
whose differentials are definitely impossible. Since e017 = e016 = e1015, e

3
17 = e316 =

e1315, e
11
17 = e1316 = e515, e

12
17 = e1416 = e615, we have another 16-bit filter which leaves us

with 215−16 = 2−1 pairs. Also we have e117 = e116 = S4(e
3
15), e

4
17 = e416 = S2(e

5
15),

e617 = e616 = S3(e
4
15), e717 = e716 = S1(e

6
15), e917 = e315 ⊕ S4(e

13
15) and e1017 =

e415 ⊕ S7(e
10
15). Thus for the nibbles 1, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10 in the ciphertexts, some of the

differentials are not possible according to the differential tables. We compute
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the average probability that an output difference can be achieved given an input
difference for S0, ..., S7, and we find that PS0 ≈ · · · ≈ PS7 ≈ 0.4267. Thus after
this filtering, there remains 2−1 · (0.4267)6 = 2−8.37 pairs for each structure
and 2N−12−8.37 = 2N−20.37 pairs in total. For each of these pairs, we check
whether the corresponding input differences are legal or not. This step will take
computational cost 2N−20.37 and 2N−20.37−12 = 2N−32.37 pairs remain. Then for
each of these pairs, we guess the 40-bit subkey in round 16 and 17 to decrypt
the ciphertext pairs to see if it will result in the corresponding Δ15. This step
takes time 2N−32.37 × 240 = 2N+7.63. Given the size of the key candidate list
2l, searching the candidate key list will take time 240+l. As a result, the total
complexity is 2N + 2N−20.37 + 2N+7.63 + 240+l.

Now we have two parameters involved in the computational complexity,
namely, data complexity 2N and the size of key candidate list 2l. Here we want
the success probability to be as high as 90%. This standard can be measured
by the following formula which can be derived from the framework described in
Section 3.1, and also involves only the above two parameters while others are
fixed.

2N = −4 · ln(2
√
π2l2−nk)

|Δ0|D(p∗||p)
According to Table 3, we choose the best probability path with p∗ = 2−61.2351.

Then we can derive the relations between l,N and the computational complexity
as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Size of the key candidate list, data complexity and computational cost with
success probability 90%

l 34 35 36 37 38

N 63.8294 63.4343 62.8884 61.9996 59.2471

log(T ime) 74.2300 75.0917 76.0321 77.0087 78.0007

From Table 4, we can see that if data complexity is the bottleneck, then we can
choose l = 38, N = 59.2471 which gives the complexity cost 278. On the other
hand, if the computational cost is the bottleneck, we can set l = 34, N = 63.8294
which gives the computational cost 274.23. Both cases can lead to the break of
the 17-round LBlock.

3.5 Key Recovery Attack Using Multiple Differential Paths

Let’s investigate the situation where multiple differential paths are used. Ta-
ble 3 demonstrates the best probability differential paths along with the largest
amount of differential paths. So we investigate this truncated differential cate-
gory to search of the best multiple differential path. Through the experiment, we
found that the best computational complexity and the best data complexity can
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be both derived by using the 188 best differential paths. If we choose l = 38, the
data complexity can be as small as N = 53.4064 while the computational cost is
278.0. If we decrease the size of the key candidate list to l = 24, the computational
complexity can be reduced 267.5211 and the corresponding data complexity will
increase to N = 59.7523. Of course, balance can always be achieved in between.
As a result, we can see that multiple differential paths are effective for LBlock
cipher. Due to the space limit, we omit these 188 paths here.

4 Boomerang Attack against 18-round LBlock

The great idea of boomerang attack is to use two short efficient differentials
instead of one long differential, hope to do better than the traditional differential
attack. The boomerang distinguisher is usually denoted by a cascade cipher
E = E1 · E0, where E0 has a differential α → β with probability p and E1 has
a differential γ → δ with probability q. Basic boomerang attack is an adaptive
chosen ciphertext attack, and later it was extended to rectangle attack which is
a non-adaptive chosen plaintext attack. The attacker encrypts many plaintext
pairs with input difference α, and collects quartets which satisfy P1⊕P2 = P3⊕
P4 = α and C1 ⊕C3 = C2 ⊕C4 = δ. Three conditions should be satisfied in this
scenario, namely, E0(P1)⊕E0(P2) = E0(P3)⊕E0(P4) = β, E0(P1)⊕E0(P3) = γ
and C1 ⊕ C3 = C2 ⊕ C4 = δ. Figure 2 shows the boomerang structure with E0,
E1, plaintext quartets, ciphertext quartets and the corresponding differentials. It
was noted that the probability of p and q can be increased by exploiting multiple

differentials as p̂ =
√∑

β Pr2[α → β] and q̂ =
√∑

γ Pr2[γ → δ]. It is well known

that if p̂q̂ > 2−n/2, cipher can be distinguished from a random permutation. The
number of right quartets can be computed by N2 · 2−np̂2q̂2 given N number of
plaintext pairs. In this paper, the boomerang attack used is indeed the rectangle
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Fig. 2. Boomerang Structure
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attack but we keep the name boomerang attack for simplicity. For the details of
the boomerang attack and related rectangle attack, please refer to paper [1].

4.1 Differential Path

We search the differential path of E0 using the similar strategies with the mul-
tiple differential analysis. First we find the best truncated differential path, and
then search the concrete path using the branch-and-bound algorithm. The best
truncated E0 trail is shown in Table 5. Each line of L and R represents the dif-
ferential states after the current round. Round 0 denotes the initial value before
the first round.

Table 5. 8-round E0 Differential Path

Round AS L R

0 0 00001010 11100000
1 2 10000000 00001010
2 3 00001000 10000000
3 4 00000000 00001000
4 4 00100000 00000000
5 5 00010000 00100000
6 6 11000000 00010000
7 8 11100000 11000000
8 11 10110011 11100000

Table 6. 8-round E1 Differential Path

Round AS L R

0 0 00011100 10111010
1 3 10100000 00011100
2 5 01000000 10100000
3 6 00000010 01000000
4 7 00000000 00000010
5 7 00001000 00000000
6 8 00000010 00001000
7 9 00100001 00000010
8 11 00011100 00100001

After searching all the concrete paths, it gives 128 paths with probability
2−22, 1312 paths with probability 2−23, 4672 paths with probability 2−24, 7040
paths with probability 2−25 and 3840 paths with probability 2−26. As a result,
we can compute p̂ as follows:

p̂ =
√

128 · 2−22 + 1312 · 2−23 + 4672 · 2−24 + 7040 · 2−25 + 3840 · 2−26 = 2−17.1151

For the lower trail E1, obviously we need to do better than 2−17.1151 in order
to launch an effective attack. We investigate the concrete paths within the same
truncated structure first, and then try to gather paths with multiple input dif-
ferences which will generate the same output difference. After evaluate the total
probabilities, we generate several candidates with the best probability close to
each other. We pick the 8-round trail in Table 6 for the attack use. The reason
that we choose this trail is related to the ladder switch technique descirbed in
the following section.
E1 truncated structure gives us the best probability:

q̂ =
√
16 · 2−22 + 96 · 2−23 + 192 · 2−24 = 2−19.1498
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4.2 Ladder Switch

Unfortunately, the probability of p̂ and q̂ is still too small for us to build an
effective boomerang distinguisher, which requires p̂q̂ > 2−32. Here we consider
to apply ladder switch to increase the path probability, which was first proposed
in [2] to attack the full-round AES in the related-key model. The basic idea of
ladder switch is that instead of dividing the cipher into separate rounds, we can
go further to divide based on concrete operations as long as they are parallel
independent with each other. If the final round of E0 or the first round of E1

has many active S-boxes, we can consider to switch the active S-boxes to the
upper or lower trail where the S-Boxes are non-active, so that we don’t need
to pay the corresponding probabilities. Figure 3 shows the switch given the last

1(1) 1(0) 1(1) 0(1) 0(1) 0(0) 0(1) 0(0) 1(1) 1(1) 0(0) 0(1) 0(1) 0(*) 0(1) 0(1)

1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0

E0 (E1)

E0

E1

Round

7 (-1)

8

0

L R

Fig. 3. Ladder switch

round of E0 and the first round of E1. If no switch is performed, we would pay
for three active S-Boxes in the last round for E0, and also three active S-Boxes
for the first round of E1. For nibble 10 and 11 which are active in E1, we can
set the switching point after the S-Box operation, since this two nibbles in the
last round of E0 are not active which can help us save two active S-Boxes. Due
to the property of Feistel structure, we can go back one round and derive the
differential path of L for E1. The 14th nibble in round 8 of E0 is active while
it is not active for round -1 of E1. Thus we can set the switching point of this
nibble right after the S-Box operation in round 8 of E0 instead of the last nibble
after round 8. For the differential of R in round -1 of E1, there is one ∗ which
we can not determine, but that does not affect other differential value since they
all can be computed independently. In total this helps us saving three S-Boxes,
one from E0 and two from E1. Thus the boomerang distinguisher probability is
now increased to:

p̂q̂ = 2−15.1151−15.1498 = 2−30.2149 > 2−32

Namely, we are able to observe one right quartet in 262.2649 plaintext pairs.

4.3 Key Recovery Procedure

We target to attack 18 rounds LBlock using 16 rounds boomerang distinguisher.
Before E0 we add one round Eb and after E1 we add another rounds Ef .
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Thus the structure of the cipher can be described as E = Ef · E1 · E0 · Eb.
The structure of the chosen plaintexts is organized as 231.2649 structures with
232 plaintexts each. In each structure, we can form 231 pairs that follow the input
difference α. In total, we have 262.2649 pairs which gives us 2124.5298 quartets. The
number of right quartets can be computed by (231 · 231.2649)2 · 2−64 · (p̂q̂)2 = 1.
The key recovery algorithm works as follows:

1. Generate 231.2649 structures of 232 plaintexts each. Ask for the encryption
of these plaintexts and get the corresponding ciphertexts. 263.2649 data com-
plexity is required and 263.2649 time complexity is required for 18-round
LBlock encryption.

2. Generate 212+12 = 224 counters for the 24-bit subkeys in Eb and Ef . This
costs time complexity 224 memory access.

3. Insert all the 263.2649 ciphertexts into a hash table indexed by 32 bit of
non active bits of the output truncated differential 0001110000100001(δ)→
0001110011001110. This gives us 232 entries with 231.2649 ciphertexts in each
of the entries. There are total 261.5298 pairs for each of the entry. Some of
them can be filtered according to the differential pattern. There are 5 nibbles
where the differentials are fixed according to the differential δ which can be
filtered with probability 2−5×4. There are another 3 nibbles pass through
S-boxes, and thus the filter probability become (0.4267)3 considering the
average probabilities. So in total there remains 261.5298 · 2−5×4 · (0.4267)3 =
237.8437 pairs. Note that we don’t need to search all the 261.5298 pairs to
generate the remaining 237.8437 pairs. We can apply the meet in the middle
approach to first sort the ciphertexts in each of the entry, and then for every
ciphertexts in the entry, add the corresponding differential and check if it
equals the ciphertext in the sorted table or not. The cost for each of the
entry is slightly more than 231.2649 which is not the dominant cost. In order
to check if the ciphertext difference is the expected difference, we need to do
232 · 237.8437 = 269.8437 memory access.

4. For each of the remaining ciphertext pairs, we try to test the plaintext pairs
(P1, P2) and (P3, P4) to see if they can form a quartet candidate. According
to the pattern in Eb, we have 1110000010101110 → 0000101011100000(α).
Thus, 5 nibbles should be exact the same as the input difference α, and
3 nibbles go through S-Boxes. This provides filtering probability 2−5×4 ×
2−2.678×3. Also the proper plaintext pairs should be in the same structure,
which takes probability 2−32. As a result, the number of quartet candidates
is 269.8437×269.8437×2−32×2× (2−5×4)2×0.42673×2 = 228.3152. By using the
same meet in the middle approach as in step 3, we can perform the check (
(P1, P2) and (P3, P4)) with 270.8437 memory accesses.

5. For each of the candidate quartets, we encrypt Eb and decrypt Ef using
the 24-bit subkey, if the differential matches with the characteristic, add
one to the corresponding subkey counter. This step takes time complexity
228.3152 × 224 = 252.3152.

Given the average probability for the each S-Box 1
16×0.4267 = 2−2.77, the proba-

bility for the wrong key to be suggested by a quartet is (2−2.77×3× 2−2.77×3)2 =
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2−33.24. Then the number of subkeys suggested by one quartet is 224× 2−33.24 =
2−9.24. Thus all candidate quartets suggest 228.3152 × 2−9.24 = 219.0751, which
means the expected number of times a wrong key gets suggested is 2−4.93. This
will guarantee us to eliminate almost all the wrong keys. It is clear that step 4
dominants the time complexity which requires 270.8437 memory access, and the
data complexity is 263.2649.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we take a deep investigation of the differential behavior of
lightweight block cipher LBlock, which was proposed recently. We are able to
build 15-round non-iterative differential path based on which 17-round (multi-
ple) differential attack is available with complexity 267.52. Then we investigate
the security of the cipher against boomerang attack. Firstly based on the opti-
mized searching and ladder switch technique, we build a 16 rounds boomerang
distinguisher which contains two 8 sub trails E0 and E1. Then 18-round attack is
successfully applied with complexity 270.8437. Our result doesn’t pose any threat
to the full round LBlock, but help us understanding the differential behavior
and its strength under differential attack and boomerang attack.
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Appendix

Probability Evaluation for (Multiple)Differential Cryptanalysis

The success probability of the multiple-differential attack can be derived as fol-

lows [3]. First let p∗ =
∑

i,j p(i,j)
∗

|Δ0| and p = |Δ|
2m|Δ0| . p∗ denotes the average proba-

bility of the multiple differentials and p denote average probability for the wrong
key case. Define G∗(τ) = G(τ, p∗), G(τ) = G(τ, p), which is defined as follows:

G(τ, q) =

⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩

G−(τ, q), if τ < q − 3
√
q/Ns

1−G+(τ, q), if τ > q + 3
√
q/Ns

Gp(τ, q), otherwise

G− = e−NsD(τ ||q) · [ q
√
1− τ

(q − τ)
√
2πτNs

+
1√

8πτNs

]

G+ = e−NsD(τ ||q) · [ (1− q)
√
τ

(τ − q)
√
2πNs(1− τ)

+
1√

8πτNs

]

D(τ ||q) = τln(
τ

q
) + (1− τ)ln(

1− τ

1− q
) (Kullback-Leibler divergence)

And the success probability is defined as follows:

PS ≈ 1−G∗[G−1(1 − l − 1

2nk − 2
)− 1/Ns], G−1(y) = min{x|G(x) ≥ y}

Note that the above formula is also effective in the case of single differential
path where |Δ| = |Δ0| = |Δr| = 1.
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Table 7. Key recovery attack in the (multiple)differential cryptanalysis scenario

Input: 2N plaintexts and corresponding ciphertexts.

Output: Master secret key K.

1: For each structure 2Nst , do

1-1. Insert all the ciphertexts into a hash table indexed by Nc bits of the non-active

S-boxes in the last round.

1-2. For each entry with the same Nc bit values, check if the input difference is any

one of the total |Δ0| possible input differences. If a pair satisfies one input

difference, then go to the next step.

1-3. For the pairs in each entry, check whether the output differences of active S

-boxes in the last round can be caused by the input difference of the previous

rounds according to the differential distribution table. Go to the next step if

passes.

1-4. Guess nk bits sub keys to decrypt the ciphertext pairs to round r and check if

the obtained output difference at round r is equal to Δr. If so, add one to the

corresponding counter. 2: Choose the list of l best key candidates from the

counters.

3: For each key candidate in the list, do:

3-1. Test if the corresponding key is the correct master key or not.

Key Recovery Procedure for (Multiple)Differential Cryptanalysis

Key recovery procedure is summarized in Table 7.

Complexity

Denote by T1−1, T1−2, T1−3, T1−4 and T3 the time complexity for step 1-1, 1-2,
1-3, 1-4 and step 3. We ignore step 2 since it is negligible compared with other
steps. At beginning, we have in total 2Nst+2Np−1 pairs to consider. In step 1-1,
we store all the ciphertext in the memory, so we need 2Nst+Np memory accesses,
as well as the same amount of memory storage. After 1-1, we filter out some
pairs and we are left with 2Nst · 22Np−1 · 2−Nc pairs. The rest of the process is
summarized in the following Table 8.

For step 3, the complexity can be simply computed as T3 = 2l · 2k−nk . And
T1−1 + T1−2 + T1−3 + T1−4 + T3 will be the total complexity.
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Table 8. Complexity evaluation for step 1

- complexity remaining pairs after the step

Beginning - 2Nst · 22Np−1

1-1 Ta = 2Nst+Np 2Nst · 22Np−Nc−1

1-2 Tb = 2Nst+2Np−Nc−1 |Δ0| · 2Nst+Np−Nc−1

1-3 Tc = |Δ0| · 2Nst+Np−Nc−1 |Δ0| · 2Nst+Np−Nc−1 · pf
1-4 Td = |Δ0| · 2Nst+Np−Nc−1 · pf · 2nk -
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